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Thin and lightweight achromatic focusing elements with F-number close to 1 are desirable in many
practical applications. We present the idea to use diffractive structures designed to work for the
substantially increased THz frequency range. The paper analyses mono- and multi-focal lenses
forming point-like foci as well as axicon and light sword optical elements focusing THz radiation
into line segments located along the optical axis. We consider diffractive elements in a form of the
first and the second order kinoforms having various thicknesses. Designed and fabricated elements
were numerically and experimentally examined to verify their achromatic functioning. We present
point spread functions (XY scans) and 2D energy maps (XZ scans) for different THz frequencies.
Moreover, a diagram of chromatic aberration is created by registering energy distribution along
the optical axis for different frequencies. The distance corresponding to the highest energy is chosen
for each frequency. Therefore, we can compare broadband working of designed structures. The spher-
ical lens coded as kinoform of the second order provides the best broadband functioning, however
it is two times thicker than structures providing extended depth of focus (light sword and axicon)
working with slightly smaller efficiency but being much thinner.

Keywords: terahertz, diffractive optics, axicon, high order kinoform, spherical lens, light sword optical
element, chromatic aberration.

1. Introduction

Large diversity of potential applications of terahertz (THz) radiation caused growth of
interest concentrated around this field [1, 2], nevertheless recently the main focus is
on medicine [3–6], security [7] or automotive industry [8]. These cases require not only
efficient focusing of THz radiation, but mostly also the ability of broadband working.
Better results could be obtained when THz systems could work at two or more different
frequencies enabling spectral differentiation of examined objects. Thus, the develop-
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ment of optical components should take into account achromatic solutions allowing
to work at many different frequencies and assuming real applications, additionally
functioning in so-called atmospheric windows [9].

A common choice for broadband shaping of THz waves are metallic mirrors. Their
main advantage is that they are free from chromatic aberration, which makes them
wavelength independent. However, they are difficult to manipulate and very sensitive
to any misalignments. Additionally, they require a lot of space and mostly are expen-
sive [10, 11].

The next possibility to focus broadband THz beam is to use refractive or diffractive
lenses. They are much easier in positioning in comparison to their mirrored counter-
parts. Refractive lenses in relation to diffractive ones are thicker, heavier and require
more material that additionally absorbs radiation. Using diffractive elements enables
designing lenses with F-number smaller or equal to 1 that can be relatively easily man-
ufactured, in many cases using 3D printers. Additionally, in such a case, a distance be-
tween the thin diffractive element and its back focal spot coincides with the designed
focal length, what in many cases is advantageous. Moreover, the possibilities given by
different advanced diffractive elements for THz range are up to date for diverse appli-
cations, due to large versatility of possible manufacturing techniques and accessible
materials [12]. Thin diffractive optical elements unfortunately have large chromatic
aberration – resulting from designing them as structures introducing particular phase
retardation, which is strongly dependent on the design wavelength (DWL). However,
reducing of chromatic aberration can be realized by structures called kinoforms of
higher order [13] – introducing phase shift with an almost continuous phase profile
with a maximal phase value being a multiplicity of 2π. The more broadband working
we assume, the thicker the designed element should be, and then we meet the condition
in which an optical element becomes thick and therefore attenuates a lot of radiation. 

For this reason, we analyze the possibility of using thin THz structures in a broad
range of frequencies. Thus, we discuss different types of optical structures being a kino-
form of small order (first or second) to assure focusing of terahertz radiation from some
range of frequencies. These structures are: the spherical focusing lens, the multi-focal
lens, the axicon and the light sword optical element. The preliminary results describing
focusing properties of spherical lenses, axicons and light sword elements were already
presented [14].

The aim of this study is to examine broadband possibilities of focusing of terahertz
radiation on the detector – here, we assumed the range between 150 and 600 GHz.
The limits were defined taking into account the fact that above 600 GHz the water va-
por present in the air highly absorbs the radiation and below 150 GHz low spatial res-
olution is observed due to longer wavelengths (the same problem exists for millimeters
waves) [15]. To verify broadband working of designed elements, we used three frequen-
cies that were experimentally analyzed: 150 GHz, 300 GHz (corresponding to 1 mm
chosen as a DWL) and 600 GHz, and all of them are close to atmospheric windows [9]. 
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2. Designed elements

In this paper, we characterize five different elements designed for broadband working
as thin diffractive structures. Four of them are analyzed as achromatic THz optical el-
ements, while one is used as a reference structure. A spherical lens coded as the first
order kinoform (SLH1) enables comparison of designed elements with already known
solution that suffers from large chromatic aberration. As it was already mentioned, high
order kinoform structures are well known approach to suppress chromatic aberration
in diffractive elements [16]. In many cases manufacturing thin and lightweight ele-
ments is advantageous, thus only one structure being the second order kinoform is
considered in a form of the spherical lens (SLH2). Another method of reducing chro-
matic aberrations is based on using multi-focal lenses (MFLs) [17] or structures pro-
viding the increased depth of focus, like: light sword (LS) optical elements [18] or
axicons (AX) [19]. The MFL discussed in this paper is composed of three equal areas
(central circular and two annular) corresponding to three different lenses designed for
three different wavelengths. Therefore, theoretically it exhibits achromatic behavior
for these wavelengths. The axicon (AX) focuses incoming plane wave in a line segment
located along the optical axis. It is a radially modulated structure. The light sword (LS)
element has angular modulation and focuses radiation in the spiral segment stretched
along and around the optical axis (very close to it). Together with extending the focal
spot into a line segment it is possible to increase the chances of focusing the radiation
with different frequencies at a determined distance. In other words, the increased depth
of focus may result in focusing all considered wavelengths (or part of them) in a similar
way into some overlapping line-segments along the optical axis. Thus, the chromatic
aberration can be reduced as we are able to find such locus where all desired frequen-
cies form a focal spot. Energy of the radiation focused at a particular distance is lower
than for the reference structure SLH1 due to the fact that it is distributed along an elon-
gated focal curve. 

Table 1 presents all designed structures, analyzed numerically and experimentally
in the paper. The modelled elements had a diameter of 50 mm and high numerical ap-
ertures, thus it was necessary to use a non-paraxial designing approach [20]. All for-
mulas describing phase distributions are given in Table 1. Here, f  is the designed focal
length equal to 50 mm, λ is the DWL. In a case of the axicon – parameters used in
simulations were as follows: a = (d2 – d1) /R2 (R is the radius of the axicon aperture),
d2 = 90 mm, d1 = 20 mm and g = 2ad2 [19], where d1, d2 define positions of the be-
ginning and the end of the focal line segment behind the axicon. For the light sword
element: s = f1 + ( f2Θ) /2π, f1 = 40 mm and f2 = 80 mm, where f1 and f2 determine
distances between the structure and endpoints of the focal segment [21]. In a case of the
MFL, the parameter λ1,2,3 denotes DWL for each of three areas and is equal to 2 mm
(central circular area), 1 mm (inner annular area) and 0.5 mm (external annular area),
respectively.
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Parameters of LS and AX elements were chosen and optimized to obtain the small-
est focal spot at a constant and specified distance behind the structure assuming broad-
band illumination. To obtain the smallest point spread function (PSF) averaged for
different frequencies, its Fourier transform was calculated and the broadest one was
chosen.

3. Computer modelling

Computer modelling for all structures was carried out using Light Sword 6.0 software
which is available in Laboratory of Optical Information processing at Faculty of Phys-
ics at Warsaw University of Technology (Poland). The propagation algorithm uses the
modified convolution approach. Theoretically, in wave approach it is assumed that op-

T a b l e 1. Designed diffractive elements. Type of the element; phase distribution of designed optical
elements corresponding to the depth map, where black introduces 0 and white 2π phase shift (4π for
SLH2); photographs of manufactured elements; formulas describing phase distribution of the designed
optical elements.
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tical structure is represented by amplitude and phase distributions placed in one plane.
In reality all elements have particular thickness, which was taken into account in the
calculation. Thus, propagation through a structure was calculated using the modified
convolution approach and the modified beam propagation method [22]. Due to the
F-number ≤ 1 an off-axis approach was applied [23].

Numerical simulations were carried out on calculation arrays of 4096 × 4096 pixels
with the sampling 117 µm × 117 µm (which was determined by the resolution of 3D
printing machine, used for manufacturing of the elements). Calculated phase distribu-
tions of all optical elements are presented in Table 1.

In this paper we compare designed structures by analyzing three values: size of PSFs,
focusing range in XZ scans (EnM) and inclination of the slope in chromatic aberration
diagrams. At first, an energy distribution was registered in the focal plane of the studied
structure. The energy is proportional to the intensity distribution used in numerical sim-
ulations and to power detected in the experiment, thus for clarity we everywhere use
energy distribution. Such XY scans were performed for all structures at the same dis-
tance. Assuming illumination with a divergent beam coming from the source located
ze = 1 m before the structure, the scan of the XY surface (30 mm × 30 mm) was per-
formed at a distance zd = 53 mm. According to the equation 1/zd = 1/f  – 1/ze this distance
indicates the focal plane of the SLH1 illuminated by the above divergent beam. Reg-
istered distributions correspond to PSFs of the elements.

Then, energy patterns along propagation axis were scanned in XZ plane. They cor-
respond to EnM distributions. Here, we also take into account the fact that we use the
same illumination of the structures and their positions, thus XZ scans were carried out

Source

Optical element

ze zd

Motorized

X
Y

Z

a

b

detector

Fig. 1. The scheme of the optical setup (a) and a photograph of the real experimental setup (b) used to
measure point spread functions (PSFs) and energy maps of the examined elements. The distance zd de-
pended on the method. For energy maps it was in the range from 35 mm × 85 mm, for PSF it was equal
to 53 mm, while to create a diagram of chromatic aberration, it varied from 20 mm to 100 mm.
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having the size 36 mm × 50 mm with zd = 35 mm to zd = 85 mm. Chromatic aberration
diagrams are described later in Section 6.

The scheme of the optical setup used for simulations and experimental evaluation
is illustrated in Fig. 1a, additionally a photograph of the real setup with marked beam
paths is shown in Fig. 1b. 

Moreover, PSF and EnM were also calculated for 0.5 mm (600 GHz) and 2 mm
(150 GHz) which correspond to the boundary values of the assumed frequency range.
Table 2 shows the results of numerical simulations carried out for 5 structures – SLH1,
SLH2, AX, LS and MFL.

T a b l e 2. Computer modelling results of energy maps and point spread functions for three different fre-
quencies: 150, 300, and 600 GHz registered as XY scans at distance zd = 53 mm from the optical structure
and XZ scans in 35 mm to 85 mm range.
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Elements SLH1, AX, LS and MFL are the first order kinoforms for the design frequen-
cy 300 GHz and thus they are the second order kinoforms for the frequency 600 GHz.
Therefore, they are focusing radiation at the same distance for both frequencies. Ele-
ment SLH2 is the second order kinoform for a frequency 300 GHz, and thus it is the first
and the fourth order kinoform for 150 and 600 GHz, respectively. Therefore, SLH2 el-
ement should focus the radiation for all three frequencies at the same distance behind
the structure. Obviously, the spot size is proportional to a wavelength, therefore it is larger
for longer wavelengths (smaller frequencies).

4. Manufacturing of elements

All optical elements were manufactured using the selective laser sintering (SLS) as
3D printing method [24] using polyamide 12 (PA12) material [25]. This material is
easy in manufacturing and gives the possibility to obtain small details of structures with
proper resolution. Designed structures had the diameter equal to 50 mm and some of
them were not axially symmetrical elements. That is why a SLS 3D printing was chosen
for manufacturing. 

Photographs of manufactured structures are shown in Table 1. The refractive in-
dex n of PA12 for all frequencies is equal to approximately 1.59, which results in the
maximal thickness of the structure equal to 1.69 mm for SLH1, AX, LS and MFL and

T a b l e 2. Continued.
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3.38 mm for SLH2. Maximal thickness of the structure (hmax) will introduce different
maximal values of phase shift Φ for wavelengths other than DWL according to the
equation: Φmax = (2πhmax (n – 1)) /λ.

Uniform value of refractive index over a chosen frequency range results in no dis-
persion. However, the absorption coefficient is strongly dependent on the frequency
and is equal to: 0.5 cm–1 (150 GHz), 1 cm–1 (300 GHz) and 7 cm–1 (600 GHz). Such
values of absorption coefficient introduce significant attenuation losses inside the
structures, especially for higher frequencies. Moreover, the source of THz radiation
used in the experiment has smaller maximal power for higher frequencies and thus the
quantitative comparison of results could be misleading in this case. For this reason only
qualitative verification is performed.

5. Experimental evaluation

The measurements were done with a frequency multiplier from VDI (Virginia Diodes,
Inc., Charlottesville, VA, USA). The examined optical elements (OE) were illuminated
with a divergent beam. The distance between the source and the examined structure
coincided with the performed simulations and was equal to ze = 1 m. Then, XYZ scans
were created using a VDI detector mounted on the motorized stages. The experimental
optical system is presented in Fig. 1. All emitters were forming divergent beams with
the divergence angle between 11 and 13 degrees. Detectors were also equipped with
horn antennas with aperture dimensions from 2.4 to 8.4 mm (depending on the scanning
frequency). The size of the horn for the emitter and the detector for particular frequency
was the same. To measure the signal from the detector, a lock-in system (Stanford Re-
search Systems SR830) based on modulation at 187 Hz was used.

EnMs were scanned with the resolution of 2 mm, while PSFs were registered with
a scanning step equal to 1 mm. Distances ze and zd were measured from the examined
structure to the middle of the length of the horn.

Focal spots and focal line segments are compared in the form of energy maps and
point spread functions in simulations (Table 2) and experiments (Table 3). It is clearly
seen that spherical lens being a kinoform of the first order (SLH1) focuses incident
radiation at a distance of 53 mm for both 300 GHz (DWL) and 600 GHz. For the latter
frequency such structure works as a kinoform of the second order, thus the clear focal
spot is also observed at a desired distance. In case of illumination with light having
smaller frequency, a created energy pattern consists of primarily noise. Spherical lens
coded as the second order kinoform (SLH2) forms the focal spot at a desired distance
for all three analyzed frequencies. It should be underlined that the sizes of the focal
spots for spherical lenses vary depending on the wavelength of an illuminating beam.
Together with an increased frequency one can observe smaller focal spot which per-
fectly coincides with the performed experiments.

To get a better achromatic effect, the parameters of structures focusing light into
line segments (AX and LS) were intentionally optimized for broadband THz radiation.
For monochromatic THz beams the concentration distances are generally different. In
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particular cases of frequencies 300 GHz and 600 GHz they are larger than 53 mm which
is illustrated in Tables 2 and 3. It is worth noticing that in case of LS element the dis-
tribution in a focal plane has the shape of a small spot with characteristic tail – rotating
around the optical axis from 0° to 360° within the assumed line-segment. Multi-focal
lens (MFL) also focuses the radiation further than 53 mm (like AX and LS) and for all
three frequencies we can find a focal plane around 60 mm. The energy distributions
in the experimental part have smaller resolution due to the size of the detector. Never-
theless, in applications the real size of the horn antenna must be considered, it results
in larger sampling in experiment than in simulations. Relatively large size of the horn

T a b l e 3. Experimental results of energy maps registered in XZ plane and point spread functions
registered as XY scans at a distance zd = 53 mm from the optical structure. 
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antenna (few millimeters) in comparison to pixel size (hundreds of micrometers) en-
ables to collect energy propagating along the optical axis and a little bit around which
assures better broadband properties. Even though some frequencies have larger spot
sizes – they will be still registered by the detector.

6. Chromatic properties

Apart from the results given in Tables 2 and 3, the chromatic properties of the studied
elements (SL, MFL, LS and AX) can be analyzed quantitatively by the focal spot shift
z fmax depending on a frequency. This shift is calculated in respect to a position of a focal
spot for a reference frequency 300 GHz. The dependence of z fmax on frequency for all
elements forms a chromatic aberration diagram shown in Fig. 2. The red line z fmax = 0
is a reference zero axis indicating positions of focal spots of all structures for the fre-
quency 300 GHz. For each structure one can distinguish characteristic line segments
inclined to this reference axis. The inclination angle is a measure of chromatic aber-
ration. Thus, the smaller the angle is, the smaller the chromatic aberration and the more
broadband working of the designed element is assured. 

The chromatic aberration diagram was created from energy distributions found in nu-
merical simulations and in experimental evaluation with the same parameters as in a case

T a b l e 3. Continued.
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of EnM and PSF distributions. Here, scans along Z axis were performed for different
frequencies. Simulations were performed for a wavelength range from 0.5 to 2.02 mm
every 0.04 mm. Distances zd from 20 mm to 100 mm with the scanning step of the de-
tector equal to 1 mm were similar in computer modelling and in the experiment. In
a case of LS element three scans were performed along Z axis for three different X val-
ues: x = 0 mm (along optical axis), x = –2 mm and x = 2 mm. The maximal energy of
the spot was determined as the maximal value from these three points. The focal spot
of the LS element is slightly rotating along Z axis due to the asymmetry of the structure,
thus additional scans were necessary to avoid mistakes.

Both simulation and experimental results have the shape of characteristic line-seg-
ments oriented at some angle to the zero axis. On both diagrams two lines were marked
– one indicating the frequency of 300 GHz (marked with blue line) and second indicating
the reference zero axis (red line). Due to the fact that the inclination angle is a measure
of chromatic aberration, we tried to find the element having all z fmax values as close to
zero as possible which provided more broadband working of the designed element. As
it was noticed, all segments should intersect the zero axis for the 300 GHz frequency.
Kinoforms of the first order intersect zero axis around the 300 and 600 GHz, while
kinoform of the second order has four intersections: around 150, 300, 450 and 600 GHz.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of chromatic aberration – the dependence of a focal spot shift on the frequency – computer
modelling and experimental results. The red line indicates a reference position of focal spots for a fre-
quency 300 GHz marked with the blue line.
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These four segments for SLH2 correspond to four frequency ranges, where structure
acts as kinoform of the first, the second, the third and the fourth order.

The axicon (AX) element has the biggest slope relative to the zero axis, but in the
200–250 GHz range a small plateau can be observed. The LS element crosses the zero
axis in three points and flattening can be observed around 200–250 GHz, then for
300 GHz (noticeable rather in simulation), and for 600 GHz. Thus, the LS element has
the smallest local slope for these frequency ranges.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we analyzed thin focusing structures functioning for broadband illumi-
nation at THz range. Our idea was to compare functioning of optical elements focusing
incident radiation in point-like foci or line segments located along the optical axis. We
analyzed 5 diffractive structures: two mono-focal lenses (in a form of the first and the
second order kinoforms), multi-focal lens, axicon and light sword.

The best achromatic properties were observed for a spherical lens coded as a kino-
form of the second order (SLH2), however, it is also two times thicker structure than
all other designed (which results in higher attenuation). Thus, we should discuss and
compare also the first order kinoforms and in this case a light sword (LS) element seems
to give the best frequency coverage. The results from simulations are evident, but ex-
perimental data are less satisfactory. It could result from the fact that maximum of en-
ergy along optical axis is difficult to observe due to rotational changes of the position
of the focal spot. 

It can be noticed that axicon (AX) structure has larger focal spots, especially seen in
the experiment. This is also the case for the light sword (LS) element, however it should
be underlined that the detector size is relatively large and a little bit bigger and more
blurred focal spot is not a drawback anymore.

We observe the shift of the focal plane for three structures: multi-focal lens (MFL),
light sword element (LS) and axicon (AX). Therefore, our next goal is to optimize start-
ing and ending points of focal line segments to assure not only broadband working but
also fixed focal distance, especially for LS and AX. 

The best results were obtained for second order kinoform (SLH2), which corresponds
to the fact that kinoforms of higher order exhibit achromatic behavior. They are thicker
structures than kinoforms of the first order. Thus, taking into account the fact that often
the attenuation of material increases with frequency, it can be concluded that when
structures are manufactured with a material that has a high absorption coefficient for
terahertz radiation, structures like light sword (LS) can be used. They will assure broad-
band functioning and small attenuation due to small thickness.
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